
Terminology  
 

He 
he/she 

The use of He in the documents refers to he or she.  

Him 
 
him / her 
Him is to him or her  

Rector  
 
rector /  rectora 
Rector refers to rector and rectora 

Candidate 
 
A person is a candidate that will be joining the Cursillo weekend. 

Cursillista /  
New Cursillista  

 
The term Cursillista should be thought of as an individual who is experiencing the 
journey with Jesus. This journey begins with the beginning of the Three Day 
Weekend and throughout one’s life in their fourth Day ending with the Fifth Day. 
Based on this understanding, a person is a Candidate during the Precursillo, but 
becomes a Cursillista when they begin the Cursillo on Thursday evening, not when 
they complete the weekend at the Clausura.  

Team Leaders  

 
The Team Leaders are cursillistas that will be serving the weekend.  These are 
members of the study group including the Rector.  They are the servers that are 
exposed to the candidates.  

Auxiliary members 

 
The Auxiliary members – are cursillistas that will be supporting the cursillo weekend.  
They are servers that will be setting up the chapel and rollo room, preparing food 
and do errands when needed but they are not visible to the new cursillistas. 



Table groups > Equivalent to Decuria groups.   
> Each table group is composed of: 
   >>> Table Head (new Cursillista) 
   >>> Secretary  (new Cursillista) 
   >>> Table assistant (Team leader) 
   >>> Other members (new cursillistas) 
 
Table group Is equivalent to Decuria grouping.  Decuria is a latin word which means 
a ‘group of …’.  We will be using ‘Table groups.’   
 

o The table group is composed of: 
▪ Table Head  - a new Cursillista 
▪ Secretary - a new Cursillista 
▪ Table assistant  is a Team leader 
▪ Other members are new cursillistas 
o  
o Table Heads and Secretaries are explained on the ‘Three Day Cursillo - Step-By-Step 

Rector's Guide.pdf ‘ . 
o    

They are the new cursillistas.  They are to be chosen by the Rector and Team Leaders 
at the first team meeting on Thursday night or before the cursillo weekend.  
 
The main purpose of Table Heads and Secretaries is to have new Cursillistas (not 
team leaders) feeling involved in the group of the Three Day Cursillo.  They are also 
leaders of the weekend and that the Lord has chosen them for it.   The rationale is 
to have cursillistas take ownership of the weekend; it is their weekend; they do the 
work. 



They respond when the Rector asks if all the members of the table are present.  They 
make sure that everything at the table is being taken care of.  

 
Table Head 

 
The Table Head is a new Cursillista who has the capability to fulfill the role.  
Responsible for making sure that whatever is said is understood and that the posters 
and summary are being prepared. 
  

Secretary  
The Secretary is a new Cursillista that makes notes and prepares a summary for the 
table.    

Corridor Work 

The theology, psychology, and pedagogy of Cursillo is about knowing what to say, 
how much to say, when to say it, how to say it, and what not to say, thus stirring up 
dialogues among the table groups (decurias), and channeling to a personal dialogue. 
This sharing is traditionally known as corridor work. 
 
“The ‘corridor work’ of personal dialogue has a different focus for each of the three days. On the first day, the 
goal is to get better acquainted with the Cursillistas; on the second day, to free them of any prejudice against the 
proclaimed truth, by showing how it relates to their individual circumstances; and on the third day, to help them 
plan their reentry into their respective environments.” 

Anecdotes 

Simple short amusing or interesting story or examples about a real incident or 

person that are very pedagogical/educational and serve to help people delve 

deeply.  This is to encourage Cursillitas to take advantage and understanding of the 

Cursillio. 

Hobbies Sheet 

Lists interests and hobbies which is used for dialogue, corridor work, common 

interests, ice breakers, and possibly poster presentation.  It helps in getting to 

know the new Cursillistas. 

 


